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30 July 2002

The Secretary
House of Representatives
Standing Committee on Industry
 and Resources
Parliament House
CANBERRA  ACT  2600

Dear Madam Secretary,

Please find attached the Queensland Mining Council submission to the Inquiry into Resources
Exploration Impediments being conducted by the House of Representatives Standing Committee on
Industry and Resources.

The Queensland Mining Council (QMC) is the peak mining industry association in Queensland
representing the interests of a wide range of mineral producers and explorers of commodities including
coal, silver, lead, zinc, copper, titanium minerals, silica sand, nickel, bauxite, manganese, petroleum
and gas.  QMC members account for $11 billion of production annually in the Queensland resources
sector.

QMC was formed in 1991 from the merger of the Queensland Chamber of Mines and the Queensland
Coal Association to deal with all resource policy areas.

The council is funded solely by fees levied on exploration and mining companies with operations or
interests in Queensland and on organisations servicing the exploration and mining industries in the
state.

There is common company membership with the Minerals Council of Australia (MCA) in Canberra but
no constitutional linkage.  The QMC works closely with MCA to reach a national viewpoint on issues
which extend beyond the borders of Queensland.

The QMC has contributed to and supports the submission of the MCA to the inquiry, however, given
the particular and extremely alarming state of exploration in Queensland and the inevitable structural
decline in the Mining Industry without governmental policy change, we believe it is imperative that your
committee be given an account of our situation.

Consequently the QMC presents its own submission to the inquiry with emphasis on Queensland
specific issues and impacts.

The QMC would welcome addressing the inquiry if your committee deemed it appropriate.

Yours sincerely

Michael K Pinnock
Chief Executive
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Queensland’s social and economic future is inextricably linked to the success of its
minerals industry.

Mining and the value adding of a wide range of minerals is pivotal to the Queensland
economy generating 53 percent of the state’s exports, around $700 million in royalty
payments and 86,000 direct and indirect jobs.

The industry has contributed significantly to regional infrastructures and provides an
essential foundation for the establishment of integrated value-added mineral–related
industries and new high-tech industries.

Queensland’s current world-class mining operations resulted from vigorous mineral
exploration activities in the 1960s and 1970s.  Currently Queensland is experiencing
a downturn in exploration expenditure of crisis proportions which is leading to low
discovery rates and as a result is drawing down on its current mineral reserves faster
than they are being replaced.

Without urgent native title legislative and policy change, serious structural decline in
the Queensland mining industry is now unavoidable.

Based on current technology, known mineral reserves and today’s production rates,
all Queensland gold mines and all bar one of its base metal mines will be closed by
2020. Over the past six years exploration expenditure has plummeted in Queensland.
This dramatic reduction in exploration expenditure stems from a number of related
factors the most serious of which is the inability of explorers to obtain  access to land
due to a freeze on applications made before September 2000 and uncompetitive land
access costs due to native title procedures subsequently.

If the native title procedural concern is removed other government initiatives must be
put in place to attract the exploration investment dollars necessary to fully explore the
available ground. An attractive investment environment created by innovative tax
regimes, competitive mining legislation and associated policies, a reduction in the
cost of doing exploration business and the provisions of easily accessible, low cost,
up to date geoscience products and services would ensure Australia’s (and
Queensland’s) competitive advantage in the minerals industry.

Other key initiatives to rebuild and revitalise this key industry include:

•  applied research into better analytical methods and geological model
development

•  leading-edge technology to overcome the technical and information barriers
facing the exploration industry

•  industry/government/university collaboration to improve the public perception of
the minerals industry and attract top calibre students and academia into
exploration- related tertiary courses.
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These initiatives coupled with improved metal prices will see a rise of exploration
expenditure and will significantly increase the chances of improved mineral discovery
rates.

 The collapse of the Queensland exploration industry has been coupled with a
massive restructuring of the mining industry in Australia including consolidation of
mining companies, increased foreign ownership of companies operating in Australia,
reduction in exploration budgets.

This paradigm shift together with the increased global competition for risk venture
capital will mean Australia and Queensland must compete smarter and more
aggressively to maintain its mineral advantage than it has in the past.

Australian governments must understand this if erosion of the revenue from mining is
to be avoided they must meet the challenge and put in place the necessary initiatives
to maintain our competitive mineral advantage.

Our nation’s social and economic future depends on it.
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THE MINERALS INDUSTRY – THE KEY TO QUEENSLAND’S
FUTURE

Just as Australia’s future is inextricably linked to the contribution the minerals industry
makes to the nation’s economy, so Queensland’s social and economic future is also
inextricably linked to the state’s minerals industry.

Mining and the value adding of a wide range of mineral processing sectors are pivotal
to the Queensland economy generating in 2000-2001 around 10.2 percent of the
Gross State Product and 53.3 percent of the state’s exports ($11.4 billion).

Figure 1  summarises the individual values of Queensland’s key minerals production.

The mining industry presently accounts for around 17 percent of all capital
expenditure in Queensland.

Value of Queensland’s minerals for 2000-2001

                                                                                                       

Coal $6.7 billion
Copper concentrate $1.1 billion

Zinc concentrate $951 million

Lead concentrate $700 million

Gold bullion $447 million

Natural gas $322 million

Bauxite $252 million

Phosphate $177 million

Titanium minerals $101 million

Liquid petroleum gas $78 million

Crude oil $46 million

Silica $31 million

Limestone $26 million

Salt $22 million

Magnesite $17 million

Clays $11 million

Gemstones $8 million

Dimension stone $5 million

Value $10.9 billion

Source: Dept Natural Resources and Mines

Figure 1:  Value of Queensland’s minerals 2000-2001
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To place this contribution into perspective the Queensland rural sector (all of it)
accounts for 21 percent of exports followed by tourism (8 percent) and manufacturing
(6 percent). Mining royalties paid to the Queensland government totalled $580.2
million in 2000-2001 and will exceed $700m in 2001-2002.

Queensland export revenue 2000-2001
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Figure 2:  Queensland export revenue 2000-2001

Queensland mining industry annual royalty 
payments 1993-2001 (minerals and coal)
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Figure 3:  Queensland mining industry royalty payments 1993-2001

Queensland’s world-class mineral resources account for the following percentage of
the world’ production of

•   lead – 12%
•   bauxite – 9%
•   silver – 8%
•   zinc – 5%
•   black coal – 4%
•   copper – 3%
•   gold – 1%
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In 2000-2001 Queensland easily maintained its position as the world’s largest
seaborne coal trader – a third of the world’s export coking coal and 9 percent of
export thermal coal.  Queensland is home to the world’s largest silver (Cannington)
and zinc (Century) mines.

The Queensland mining industry directly employs 17,000 people and creates around
69,000 indirect employment opportunities many of which are located in regional
Queensland.

The benefits of the minerals industry extend far beyond mineral royalties and export
profits.  The industry has contributed significantly to the development of regional
towns (Mount Isa, Weipa, Blackwater, Ravenswood, Glenden etc) and regional
infrastructure (roads, railways, ports).  It provides an essential foundation for the
establishment of integrated valued added industries eg, the aluminium, nickel and
copper industries and the new economy industries in Queensland.

The sheer size and range of products produced by the Queensland mining industry
results in many cutting edge mining support, service and education/research facilities
being based in the state.

Queensland’s reputation as having a world-class mining/minerals industry is
undisputed.  The economic future of Queensland is inconceivable without the
continuation of successful mining and mineral processing industries.

Queensland’s ability to remain internationally competitive and maintain its mineral
advantage relies entirely on its ability to replenish its current mineral reserves and
ideally to enhance these reserves well into the foreseeable future.

Regrettably this not happening.  The consequences are dire and they need
addressing as a matter of national urgency.

What is the problem?
Simply put, Queensland’s metalliferous mining industry is facing an accelerating
structure decline because of a collapse in greenfields exploration activity brought
about by normal market forces responding to:

(a) a freeze on the grant of exploration permits for applications in the period
December 1999 to September 2000 in respect of land where native title
might exist (‘nonexclusive land’); and,

(b)  uncompetitive and uncommercial costs to obtain land access to
nonexclusive land since September 2000.

Key mineral provinces in Queensland, such as the Mount Isa Region, are mostly
nonexclusive land.

Broadly speaking, current mining operations are drawing down on their reserves
while for the first time in Queensland’s recent history replacement  ore bodies are not
being discovered
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Mineral exploration leading to the discovery of new mineral reserves, is clearly the
‘lifeblood’ of the mining industry and it is haemorrhaging at an unsustainable rate.

Ironically this is happening at a time when the mining industry is enjoying record
production levels and improved metal prices.

Figures clearly show that exploration expenditure in Australia – and particularly in
Queensland - has been falling for 39 successive months.  For the first time in 40
years the country / state has no $1billion resource projects on the drawing board
outside of oil and gas – and with no prospect of any.

The dearth of new projects threatens the medium/large term viability of key sectors of
the resources industry and in turn threatens new government revenue derived from
these sectors.  One must now question the state’s ability to identify and develop our
mineral potential, replenish our current mineral reserves and protect the revenue
earned from the mining sector for future governments.

Such consequences are directly related to the crisis occurring in the exploration
industry.

Based on known mineral resources and reserves and at current production rates, all
base metal mines (silver, lead, zinc, copper) bar one, and all gold mines in
Queensland will have been mined out by 2020.

The exploration and mining crisis in Queensland

A life of mine profile for base metals and gold producers in Queensland based on
current technology, known reserves and current production rates shows that:

• 10 mines will close by 2010
• Another five will be mined out by 2015
• All bar one base metal mine will be mined out by 2015.

Time lines detailing the above are shown in Figure 5.

Even assuming that all known gold, silver, lead, zinc and copper projects already
being evaluated get under way in the next five years, all will be mined out by about
2015.

The crucial factors producing this major structural economic decline in Queensland :

(a) diversion of exploration resources, programs and focus to countries and/or
other Australian States/Territories that compete with Queensland for
greenfields exploration capital brought about by the freeze in Queensland
on exploration access to non-exclusive land following the High Court’s Wik
decision in 1996 until the Queensland Alternative State Provisions
commenced in September 2000.
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(b) uncompetitive and uncommercial early stage greenfield exploration costs
due to expensive and protracted native title procedures.

Queensland now faces a serious stepwise erosion of its revenue base starting from
about 2008 as one by one existing and planned mines run out of ore. The effects in
terms of rising unemployment and reduced public service delivery will be severe.

While there are other factors that are generally effecting world wide structural
changes in the mining industry (such as mining industry consolidation and the drying
up of risk capital for junior companies) whether these would have caused a long term
industry downturn in the absence of the above native title factors is a moot point.

Near-mine mineral exploration (‘brownfields exploration’) may postpone mine
closures by some years, but will not contribute the new ore body discoveries needed
to replace mineral production from the ultimately exhausted mines.

Current greenfields exploration, which is mainly on exploration permits granted prior
to the 1996 Wik High Court decision is on over-explored ground and is statistically
unlikely to produce any new ore body discoveries.

The urgency of policy and legislative change at the Queensland and
Commonwealth levels.

This time-frame to make new mineral discoveries in Queensland to avoid major
structural economic decline and its affects is frighteningly short when we consider
that to gain an exploration permit, discover a deposit, conduct feasibility studies,
negotiate life of mine operating/environmental conditions, native title processes for
mining lease grants, raise capital, create a market and commence mine production
takes from 10 to 15 years for a medium/large operation.

The following exploration to production timetable puts this all into perspective:

2002-2004 Build exploration expenditure levels up to acceptable rate (by a factor of 5
from present levels)

2004-2010 Maybe sufficient time for at least one medium-large size discovery
2010-2020 - Delineation of resources, reserves

- Feasibility studies
- Raise funding, government approval, environmental conditions,

tenure arrangements
- Native title/cultural heritage agreements
- Develop markets
- Build infrastructure

2020 The earliest date any new medium-large size mineral development can
swing into production – assuming of course we can find one!

The time to find replacements for the great Queensland mines currently operating
has expired.

Mineral exploration expenditure down
Mineral exploration is a multi-million dollar industry with the specific objective of
discovering and defining mineral resources.  The mining industry would be
unsustainable were it not for the new deposits discovered through exploration.
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Successful exploration is attributed to the successful application of geological science
and innovative research and development

From a peak of $181 million in 1995-1996 exploration expenditure has slumped to
$59 million in 2001-2002, a drop of 67 percent.  The state has endured six
successive years where exploration spending has been lower than in the proceeding
12 months.

Queensland mineral exploration expenditure
 1993-2001 (minerals and coal)
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Source: Department of Natural Resources and Mines

Figure 4:  Queensland mineral exploration expenditure 1993-2001

Equally worrying is the fact that exploration in Queensland has been restricted
essentially to extending the reserves of known resources at current mine sites
(‘brownfield’ exploration).  Exploration for new discoveries on ground with no known
resources (‘greenfield’ exploration) is mainly on exploration permits issued before the
1996 Wik decision and is in accelerating decline and as noted above is statistically
unlikely to result in ore body discoveries.

As a result, Queensland has slipped from a 20 percent share of Australian
exploration expenditure in 1994-1995 to 13 percent in 2000-2001. Further slippage is
likely as exploration activity expenditure is on the increase in Western Australia and
the Northern Territory.

The current great mines of Queensland – Mount Isa, Weipa, Century, The Bowen
Basin Coal Mines, Cannington, Ernest Henry, Osborne, Mount Gordon, Phosphate
Hill were all discovered decades ago.
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FIGURE 5        LIFE OF MINE PROFILES – QUEENSLAND BASE METAL AND GOLD MINES 
BASED ON KNOWN RESERVES 

Base metal  
Producers          YEARS 

         2005      2010          2015      2020       2025        2030                  2035              2040                  2045 
Projects on the drawing board: 
• Dugald River Ag, Pb, Zn – sub-economic at current prices 
• Lady Loretta Ag, Pb, Zn – 10 year life – feasibility studies concluded – on hold 
• Mt Garnet, Zn, Cu, Balcooma, Surveyor Pb, Zn, Cu, Au – studies in progress (less than 10Mt) 
• Trekelano Cu, Au – RTN in progress – 4 yr life 
• Twin Hills Au, Ag – trying to get finance – 5 yr life 
• White Range / Kuridala Cu – feasibility study under way max 6 year life? 
• Cracow Au, Ag – 1Mt identified – 5-10 year life 
• Woolgar Au – RTN process underway 5Mt 
• Pegmont Pb, Zn - feasibility studies under way – 5 – 10 year live 

 

Mt Isa/Hilton  Ag Pb Zn          
George Fisher Ag Pb Zn          
Century       Ag  Pb Zn          
Cannington  Ag Pb Zn          
Selwyn/Mt Elliot  Cu Au          
Ernest Henry  Cu Au          
Eloise  Cu          
Enterprise   Cu 
 
Isa Ultimate open cut 

             ?        ?         ? 
 
? 
 

         Isa Mine the 
only Queensland 
mine with 
mineral  
resources to 
produce copper 
beyond 2018 

 

Mt Cuthbert  Cu 
Mt Watson   Cu 

         

Mt Gordon  Cu          
Highway  Cu          
Osborne   Cu Au          
GOLD PRODUCERS          
Mt Leyshon          
Kidston          
Vera Nancy          
Mt Rawdon  Au Ag          
Wirralie          
Gympie Gold          
Sarsfield/ Ravenswood/ 
Mt Wright 

         

Legend 
Ag = silver 
Pb = lead 
Zn = zinc 
Cu= copper 
Au = gold 
RTN = Right to Negotiate 
Mt = million tonnes 
 
Source: QMC/Department of Natural 
Resources and Mines 2001 
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Number of exploration permits granted down
 A dramatic reduction in the number of exploration permits granted in Queensland follows
a similar pattern of decline as the exploration expenditure.

Queensland exploration permit grants 1993 - 2001 
(minerals and coal) 
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Figure 6:  Queensland exploration permit grants 1993-2001

Between December 1996 (when the Wik Decision in the Federal Court determined that
native title co-existed on pastoral leases) and September 2000 (the introduction of the
Alternative State Provisions) Queensland Governments of both major political affiliations
imposed a freeze on the granting of exploration permits.

The only exploration permits issued during that period were on ‘exclusive’ land where
native title had been extinguished.

During that four year freeze a ‘backlog’ of 1800 mineral tenures developed, 1100 of which
were exploration permits.

Currently that ‘backlog’ has reduced to around 900 because of applicants abandoning their
applications or the State excluding nonexclusive land from the permit grants.

Since the introduction of the Alternative State Provisions (September 2000) only 25
percent of new permit applications have been granted.

So, in addition to the 900 exploration permits in the original ‘backlog’ there are now a
further 231 exploration permits outstanding under the new arrangement.

The state Minister for Mines Stephen Robertson’s best estimate of June 2002 is that the
waiting list of applications will be cleared by the end of 2003.

However, it is not clear whether any access to land will be actually be achieved for
exploration on nonexclusive land even if the application list waiting list is cleared by the
end of 2003 for the following reasons:
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(a)  grants of ordinary exploration permits are subject to the States Alternative State
Provisions for native title and these provisions are inoperative because of the
Federal Court decision in Central Queensland Land Council Aboriginal
Corporation v Attorney-General of the Commonwealth of Australia and State of
Queensland (‘CQLC decision’) 8 February 2002, which found the
Commonwealth Attorney General’s approval of the provisions to be invalid;

(b) grants of low impact exploration permits are subject to access agreements with
native title claimants or holders before the land can be entered for the first time.

The impact of the access agreement requirement on actual land access for low impact
exploration permits is worthy of further elaboration. The following information is extracted
from the state government Estimates Committee -E- Hearings of 16 July 2002 – an extract
from Hansard (pages 8-12 inclusive) is included in Appendix 1.

‘Exploration permit applications since 20 September 2000
to 30 June 2002

693

Applications over land where native title has been
extinguished and granted

69

Applications for low impact exploration permits granted 119

Applications for high impact (ordinary) exploration permits
granted

2 (NB these are
of doubtful
validity due to the
CQLC decision

Application abandoned or rejected 136   ‘

Of the 119 low impact exploration permits granted, access has been obtained to 5 of these
because no native title interests were registered in the land. However, for the remaining
114 exploration permits only 10 access agreements were made.

Thus after 21 months, 624 relevant applications have resulted in actual access
entitlements to only 10 portions land and  for these few cases the full range of
exploration activities is not permitted to be carried out.

The Deputy Director-General, Mines of the Department of Natural Resources and Mines
has queried why low impact exploration permit grantees have generally not sought
arbitrated access agreements from the Land and Resources Tribunal. QMC believes that
the legal costs of an arbitrated agreement would be of the order of $50,000 or more. As
there are no principles regarding the content of a Land and Resources Tribunal
determined access agreement, the outcome in terms of costs and delays to exploration
activities is uncertain. Thus a Land and Resources Tribunal determined access agreement
will not generally be a commercially realistic proposition for greenfields exploration.

Appendix 1 also shows that Queensland has issued only 79 exploration permits from
September 2000 to June 2002 that have resulted in real land access (69 over land where
native title has been extinguished and 10 low impact exploration permits for which access
agreement have been made).
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This is in contrast to the 350/400 exploration permits issued annually pre 1996. This is
further information pointing to the inevitable structure decline in the Queensland mining
industry without native title policy and legislative change.

Number of current exploration permits down
As established exploration permits are eventually relinquished  (a pre-condition of grant)
so the inability of explorers to replace them with new permits becomes critical. This is
particularly the case for junior resource explorers who rely on the high turnover of
exploration permits to maximise their discovery rates.

As a result of the situation existing in Queensland the number of exploration permits
current has reduced from 1100 in 1994 to 600 in 2001.

Number of exploration permits 
(minerals and coal) current at year end
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Figure 7:  Number of exploration permits current in Queensland 1993-2001

Pre-native title granted exploration permits still form the core of ground upon which
explorers can invest.  The dropping off of all or part of current permits will see a further
reduction of exploration expenditure in Queensland.

Number of exploration permit applications down
The difficulties in obtaining exploration permits and subsequent access to these permits in
Queensland over the past six years has resulted in a reduction in the number of
exploration companies operating in the state and a subsequent reduction of exploration
permit applications from nearly 700 in 1993 to 350 in 2001.  Land tied up as a result of
applications not being processed together with a drop in the number of companies
applying for land are the major reasons for this downturn.
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Queensland exploration permit applications 
1993-2001 (minerals and coal)
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Figure 8:  Queensland exploration permit applications 1993-2001

Queensland has become a less attractive place to explore than it was six years ago.

Queensland’s proportion of total Australian exploration expenditure down
Queensland has slipped from a 20 percent share of Australian exploration expenditure in
1994/1995 to 13 percent in 2000/2001.

Allowing for global exploration expenditure falling and depressed metal prices one can
only look with alarm at Queensland’s inability to maintain market share.

Queensland is not only losing its international competitive edge in attracting exploration
investment but also its national competitive edge.

Even more worrying is when metal demand/prices do rise it may still be too hard to acquire
and work exploration and mine tenures in Queensland and it may still be easier and more
cost effective to go to other prospective areas including offshore areas with similar
geology, to explore for and develop mineral deposits.

The Queensland minerals industry’s inability to respond to any cyclic upturn of metal
prices, replenish its mineral reserves, generate future government revenue at current
levels and export minerals to the world due to land access constraints is a very real
medium term scenario facing state and federal governments.

Mineral exploration in Australia and in Queensland specifically is in urgent need of
rebuilding, restructuring and re-vitalising as a matter of national urgency.

Decline in exploration activity is a predictable and durable market response

The greenfields exploration process is generally characterised by the process outlined in
Figure 9. In particular the exploration process generally proceeds as per the following
steps:

1. The process starts with desktop regional assessments of areas as large as 50km by
300km (‘mineral region’)  to identify 5 or 6 targets (‘Initial Targets’) of 5 km2 to 15 km2

that are worthy of on-the ground expenditure.  Only one in one thousand of these
targets will result in a viable mine. This is a point we will return to later in explaining the
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decline of greenfields exploration in Queensland and predicability of the market
response.

2. The explorer will attempt to acquire three to ten exploration permits over the mineral
region.  Exploration permit coverage may be over the whole mineral region.

3. Assuming entry rights are obtained, the explorer will conduct geological mapping, old
style prospecting, and perhaps geophysical and geochemical surveys on the Initial
Targets to reduce the number of targets for further activity and expenditure to a
maximum of three (Stage 3 in Figure 9).

     It should be noted that Stage 3 of the exploration process might reject each of the   
 Initial Targets, in which case new Initial Targets are generated and steps 2 and 3 
 repeated until Initial Targets worthy of advancing to Stage 4 are identified or the region 
 abandoned. As many as 60 Initial Targets may be generated and evaluated to the 
 Stage 3 level from a batch of 10 exploration permits.

Exploration costs at this stage are $5,000 per target if the target is reject at the old style
prospecting stage or $30,000 if the target goes on to state of the art geophysical and
geochemical surveying. The time spent during this phase on any exploration permit
would be about 2 months in any year.

4. Initial drilling (Stage 4 in Figure 9), involves relative shallow drilling to test that the signs
of mineralisation found by surface techniques are confirmed or otherwise by physical
sampling at depth. Nine out of every 10 Initial Targets that survive Stage 3 exploration
are rejected at this stage. In practice this means that on average four out of five
exploration permits will be surrendered on or before completion of Initial Drilling.

5. A number of activities have been grouped into Stage 5. For this submission, this Stage
assumes that encouraging signs of extensive mineralisation are found early and that a
commitment is made to undertake extensive drilling to estimate resources and reserves
according to financial reporting standards. Only one in one thousand of the Initial
Targets will actually go to reserve estimation. Expenditure during this stage would be of
the order of $10 million over three years.

The exploration process should not be viewed as a linear progression of steps.  A better
approach is to consider the exploration process as a dynamic equilibrium. Initial targets
are constantly being generated, rejected or moved on to the next stage. Initial targets in
subsequent stages are treated likewise, accessed , rejected or moved on to the next
stage. Ideally the explorer will adjust the levels of and type of exploration to maintain a
portfolio of targets across the various stages of Figure 9. For example, and explorer might
adjust the rate of generating Initial Targets to maintain 30 Initial Targets at the Stage 3
level; ten at the Stage 4 level and two at the Stage 5 level.

Figure 9 also shows how native title procedural costs and delays occur across the
exploration stages together with QMC's estimate these costs and delays.

The reasons for the predictable adverse market response is apparent from Figure 9 as it
will be seen that expenditure on native title procedures is of the same order of costs as the
exploration and precedes actual on the ground exploration by several months to between
one and two years. In particular:

1. Native title procedural costs in obtaining exploration permits is of the same order
of magnitude as Stage 3 exploration expenditure and in a worse case where
negotiations to judicial determined good faith criteria fail and arbitration follows,
native title costs could be ten times that of Stage 3 exploration costs. If an
exploration permit is located in an area of overlapping claims, costs will be
further increased as a function of the number of overlapping claims.
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2. Native title procedures take three to seven times as long to complete as the
actual Stage 3 exploration.

3. Funding for these native title procedural costs has to be raised 5 to 15 months in
advance of achieving land access rights. Capital raising to meet procedural
costs of these magnitudes is not a practical proposition.

4. Costs and delays due to implementation of necessary native title agreements
are comparable with the Stage 3 exploration costs. See comments on the
seasonal nature of the industry under the commentary on the Queensland
Statewide Model ILUA below.

5. For any level of capital raising for exploration, an explorer will make at least four
times as much progress towards establishing an economic discovery in a
jurisdiction that does not impose such procedural costs.

The Queensland Statewide Model Exploration Indigenous Land Use Agreement.

The Queensland Government has recognised that the costs and delays of native title
procedures are a problem for greenfields exploration in Queensland and has developed a
statewide model Indigenous Land Use Agreement (“Model ILUA”) aimed at authorising
exploration permit grants for applications made before September 2000 (See Comments
by Minister Robertson on page 9 of the Hansard extract of Appendix 1). However, for
greenfields exploration the cost and delays of the Model ILUA conditions are greater than
could reasonably be expected to be funded. The negative market response to greenfields
exploration in Queensland will therefore not be changed by the Model ILUA.

The Model ILUA also illustrates the non-commercial terms of delays. In particular:

(a) Exploration in Queensland is a seasonal activity, substantially limited to the dry
season from March to November. Therefore procedures which absorb 2 to 3
months of this time have a disproportionate adverse affect if exploration
programs are interrupted by wet seasons and have to be completed in the
following year;

(b) The capacity for native title parties to extend land access delays in
circumstances of competing commitments in relation to other Exploration
Permits (clause 5.6 of Schedule 2 of the Model ILUA). Quote ‘If, because of
competing commitments in relation to other exploration permits, the inspection
team is unable to provide the inspection report in compliance with clause 5.1,
the exploration liaison committee must give notice to the explorer requesting an
extension of time to provide the inspection report (‘Request for Extension’).’

This situation would be likely if substantial numbers of exploration permits were
granted pursuant to the Model ILUA;

The Model ILUA may potentially facilitate exploration over areas free of overlapping native
title claims in the following situations:

1. Near mine exploration, where an operating mine expects to start exploration
equivalent to Stage 5 of Figure 9. For this type of project the costs of the Model
ILUA conditions would be funded from the mine’s operating cash flow and
delays relatively unimportant as only a single drilling stage is contemplated.
Because the mine will have an exploration group at the mine-site for production
purposes, the cost of delays is far less than for greenfields exploration.
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2. Rare circumstances where an greenfield explorer is able to start the exploration
process at Stage 5 of Figure 9.

It is not clear whether the Model ILUA will be operable in areas of overlapping claims. The
assumption in the drafting appears to be that its use will be limited to areas free of
overlapping claims.

Notwithstanding the above, QMC has been advised by its members that they will not seek
exploration permits pursuant to the Model ILUA because of the precedent set for
excessive implementation costs and delays; anti-commercial terms; and unacceptable
risks of litigation.

Registration of any authorised Model ILUA may be frustrated by competing native title
claims made during the notification period.
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1. Regional Studies
Largely desktop regional assessments
generate Initial Targets

3. Field Reconnaissance
Mapping, geophysical and geochemical
surveys, filter the potential targets
generated by Regional Studies.

Only one in thirty projects will make it
through this filter to the next phase
namely initial drilling.

Costs: $5,000 to $30,000 per target
Duration: 2 months per exploration
permit.

4. Initial Drilling

Initial drilling will enable one in five
targets to make it through the Field
Reconnaissance filter.

Cost: $80,000
Duration: 1 month

5. Further Drilling,
Resource/Reserve Estimation/

Feasibility
Second stage drilling and ongoing
drilling will enable one in ten initially
drilled targets to produce one viable
mine.

Cost: $150,000 for a rejected target to
more that $10 million for a viable
discovery.

Native Title Procedures. Assumes ASP
operating and ordinary exploration permit.
(high impact)
Costs: $30,000 to $300,000 per
exploration permit

Native Title Agreement Conditions
Based on Proposed Queensland
Statewide Model ILUA

Costs: $8,000 per target
Duration: Delays field reconnaissance by
2 to 3 months.

Additional costs and delays are incurred
if the dispute procedure is envoked or if
time extensions to inspection reports are
established.

Native Title Agreement Conditions
Eg Proposed Queensland Statewide
ILUA

Cost: $10,000
Duration: Delays Initial Drilling by 2 to 3
months.

Additional costs and delays are incurred if the
dispute procedure is envoked or if time
extensions to inspections reports are
established.

Native Title Agreement implementation
cost
Eg Proposed Queensland Statewide
ILUA

Cost: $10,0000
Duration: Delays to start of each stage of
drilling by 2 to 3 months

Additional costs and delays are incurred if the
dispute procedure is envoked or if time
extensions to inspections reports are
established.

FIGURE 9 EXPLORATION PIPELINE SHOWING THE SENSITIVITY OF EARLY STAGE
EXPLORATION TO NATIVE TITLE COSTS

2. Obtain Land Access Rights
Undergo statutory procedures to obtain
Exploration Permits and to satisfy
statutory requirements for access and
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What must be done to rebuild the exploration industry?
Given the industry’s importance to  Queensland  social and economic well-being,
governments must start to address in real, practical terms the run down of our
mineral reserves by current mining activity and the failure to replenish those reserves
due to the  collapse of mineral exploration.

It is a critical issue for the country and it needs addressing urgently as the time lag
between exploration, a major discovery and mine production is now in excess of 10
years.

Queensland’s traditional comparative advantage has been in the mining sector.  Only
sustainable levels of exploration and the discovery of major mineral deposits will
maintain  the employment and welfare benefits that result from exploitation of this
comparative advantage.  The impact of limited exploration expenditure and low
discovery rates will result decline in the standards of living of Queenslanders.

Queensland is in the business of competing for exploration dollars.   It is difficult for
QMC to understand why the Queensland Government has pursued native title
policies that clearly make early stage exploration (and hence all exploration)
unfundable and uncompetitive in Queensland.

To reverse the adverse market response to exploration activities observed in
Queensland will require first and foremost the elimination of native title procedural
costs and delays to early stage exploration. Without this change all other policy
changes will be academic.  To accelerate the rebuilding of  the  Queensland
exploration industry will require will require a number of technical and financial
incentives. Recommended policy actions are outlined below:

1. Make native title procedures and compensation requirements identical to
those of land title holders in Queensland

This is the greatest need – all other needs become academic if this prime
need is not met. It doesn’t matter how prospective an area is or how large the
incentives provided, all are meaningless unless permits are issued :

(a) that do not require substantial capital raising to fund legislative
procedures; and,

(b) unless access to land is affordable to enable all facets of exploration –
including drilling, to take place.

Without access to land on competitive terms, market forces will drive
exploration elsewhere as is being observed.

Mineral exploration in the Commonwealth Native Title Act is deemed a right to
mine  triggering the full right to negotiate process (unless the expedited
procedure applies ) ie: exploration equates with mining although clearly the
activities, term of access rights, impacts, risk factors and capacity to raise
capital are substantially different.

Also unlike a mining lease, an exploration permit does not entitle the holder to
exclude native title holders from the land of the permit.
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In the Queensland Alternative State Provisions, low impact exploration as
defined is not subject to the full right to negotiate process but does require
access agreements with native titleholder/claimants before work can
commence on the exploration permits granted.

High impact exploration activity and other mining related tenures are subject to
the full right to negotiate under the Alternative State Provisions.  However the
operation of the Queensland regime is uncertain following the CQLC decision.

It should be noted that exploration activity and expenditure in Western
Australia and the Northern Territory has increased because native title costs
and delays have been substantially avoided through the use of the Native Title
Act’s expedited procedure.

However, QMC believes that a more certain approach to achieve access to
land in order to carry out all exploration activities is to make all exploration
permit grants and exploration activities classes of  future act in the
Commonwealth Native Title Act that are valid provided native title holders are
provided with the same procedural rights and rights to compensation as a
holders of land titles in Queensland ie native title holders would have the same
procedural rights as pastoral lease holders.

Whilst by the adoption of the above approach procedural rights costs may be
duplicated (that is, land title holders and native title holders each have
equivalent rights) this will be offset by Queensland’s natural prospectivity.
Land access for the purposes of exploration should not be delayed over and
above that due to the procedural rights of  land holders in Queensland. The
procedural rights are principally:

(a) a right to be notified before exploration to the land entry or to
agree to entries of more than three months duration,

(b) to give notice to the Mining Registrar to investigate concerns,
convene a conference and if appropriate recommend directions
that should be given to the permit holder.

Recommendation 1

Consideration be given to amending  the Commonwealth Native Title Act
so that:

(a) Exploration is not included within the scope of a right to mine;

(b) Provide for grants of exploration permits and for the conduct of
exploration activities to be classes of  future act that are valid provided
native title holders are entitled to the same procedural rights and rights
to compensation as the holders of land titles in Queensland to the
relevant land.
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2. Provision of incentives to accelerate the rebuilding of the Queensland 
exploration industry
If the native title procedural issues are address as per 1 above other initiatives
to attract exploration investment dollars and ensure Queensland’s competitive
advantage in minerals can be effective in rebuilding the industry. Governments
have a key role to play in implementing these initiatives. They include
facilitating:-

(a) Access to capital
Australia will only continue to prosper provided it remains a competitive
location for exploration investment and development.

Any assessment of Australia’s future needs must be framed in the context of
the global picture.

Australian governments must play a key role in:

• making exploration an attractive investment
• attracting more risk capital into exploration.

Suggested government incentives could include:

• tax credits for bona fide exploration work
           • flow through share schemes which allow companies to transfer to

shareholders the tax deductions of exploration work. The scheme is
similar to the tax incentives created to attract investment flows to
industries such as plantation timber, olive production and vineyard
establishments. In Canada the scheme allows major companies tax
deductions for supporting junior ‘greenfields’ exploration

           • simplification and reduction to cost of the initial public offer process
while still protecting the risk to the public. For example, the cost of
prospectus development is extremely high.

(b) A competitive tax regime
- this is linked to (a) above.

The international nature of mineral exploration means that proposals to
explore in Australia are directly weighed up against options to explore in other
countries.

Investment flows to where the perceived risk/reward is best. Currently
overseas exploration expenditure by Australian companies accounts for almost
30 percent of their total exploration expenditure.

Taxation reforms being undertaken by emerging nations – particularly in Latin
America and the Asia/Pacific regions are making these areas increasingly
competitive for exploration investment. Australia must develop a more
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favourable tax treatment of exploration expenditure particularly when the
inducement to take risk is a prime objective.

For example, Australia’s current tax regime deems exploration or the drilling of
minerals ineligible for the 125 percent research and development concession
and provides no incentive to invest in exploration. This is despite the fact that
exploration is a high risk, costly, iterative process. Exploration is essentially a
sequential information gathering exercise designed to test theoretical concepts
and hypotheses often using new and innovative technology and techniques.
Australia leads the world in much of this technology. Many aspects of
exploration are clearly analogous to scientific research in other industry
sectors.

Together, the mining and minerals processing sectors presently contribute
around 34 percent ($167 million) of Queensland’s total investment in research
and development.

The logic of why all mineral exploration does not receive the same taxation
concessions as other research and development activities in other industry
sectors must be questioned.

In addition to tax deductions and flow through share schemes the Australian
government should consider:

- tax relief for bone fide ‘greenfields’ exploration
- reviewing the application of capital gains tax to encourage wealth creating

exploration activity
- fixed tax terms.

(c) A reduction in the cost of doing exploration business
Given dramatically decreasing exploration expenditure, a slower rate of
mineral discovery, more costly discoveries (average discovery costs have
tripled in the past 30 years), and increasing competition from overseas
countries Australian government responses to these challenges are grossly
out of step.

Governments must provide the appropriate level of incentives to make the risk
of looking for major mineral discoveries worthwhile.  Reducing the cost of
undertaking exploration in Australia is one such key inducement.

Recommendation 2
Federal government must continue to consult with industry on a range of
mining-related tax reform initiatives as a matter of urgency.

Federal government to implement a series of agreed competitive tax
initiatives to help re-vitalise exploration and attract investment capital into
the collapsing exploration sector.
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Uncompetitive costs in Australia relate to:

- getting access to land
- resolving native title claims
- compliance costs
- legal costs
- cost and availability of geoscience products and services (essentially a

state issue)
- tenure costs (essentially a state issue)
- the raising of money.

State and Commonwealth government instrumentalities are spending less time,
resources and money on activities relating to exploration facilitation. Budgets are
diminishing and attention appears to be centred on so-called new industries. While
supporting new industries, it must not be at the expense of the Australian mining
industry which the nation will need to rely on long into the future. Understanding that
anything that adversely affects exploration, affects future mining is a notion
apparently not fully understood by governments.

Queensland government costs and charges for mineral tenures and geoscience
products and services are the highest in the country and must have over time
contributed to the state losing its market share of mineral exploration investment.

It is estimated that 80 percent of the world’s private sector exploration takes place in
only 13 countries including Australia. We must ensure that a sustainable proportion of
that percentage takes place in Australia – our economic future and quality of life
depends on it.

(d) Easily accessible, up to date, geoscience products and services
Up to date, easily accessible integrated data (in digital form) at reasonable
cost are essential pre-requisites to a viable successful exploration industry.

As geological techniques change so the need for fully integrated up to date
geological, geochemical and geophysical raw data becomes essential.
Tailoring of new generation geophysical surveys to satisfy both exploration
and land management is a key need – particularly in Queensland.
Commonwealth funding to assist in providing these state services would be a
most useful initiative.

We must not waste historical geoscience knowledge gathered over many
years.

Regrettably governments are diverting their resources away from the
exploration industry into other natural resources.

Recommendation 3
State and federal governments in collaboration with industry to undertake
an immediate review aimed at reducing the cost of exploration activity in
Australia.
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In the 2002 Queensland Budget $392 million has been allocated in the
2002/2003 financial year to manage the state’s natural resources and
stimulate growth in the mining industry.

Of that $392 million, $9.5 million over four years (including $5 million in
2002/2003) will be spent ‘attracting new mining exploration’ by providing
greater access to land through streamlined native title processes and
development of geoscience data and information using the latest technology.

The Queensland exploration industry awaits with interest as to how this very
small sum of money will be spent and the impact it will have on rebuilding a
collapsed exploration industry in Queensland.

The Queensland Mining Council has proposed that the Queensland
government needs to invest $10 million a year for five years to provide easily
accessible, cheap, up to date geoscience products and services to begin to
encourage exploration investment back into the state.  Other states including
South Australia, New South Wales and Victoria have undertaken such
schemes in the past with positive results.

(e) Overcoming the information/technical barriers
- linked to (d) above

While the world recognises the high mineral prospectivity of Australia it must be
clearly understood that a significant proportion of the prospective ground is obscured
by a mantle of barren rock which ranges from 10 to more than 100 metres thick. The
challenge now facing mineral explorers in Australia will be their ability to explore and
locate mineral deposits below the mantle cover.

The search for mineral deposits at depth reflects the maturity of the Australian
exploration industry where it is now becoming increasingly difficult to locate surface
outcropping major mineral deposits.

To overcome this ‘tyranny of depth’ and improve exploration competitiveness
Australia must continue to invest in innovation in exploration by developing:

• more research and development into new data collecting technology to probe
beneath the mantle cover

• better analytical methods to interpret all the historical and new geoscience
data

• new exploration models and hypotheses and the ability to test them
• a decrease in the total cost of exploring to compensate for increased cost of

discovery.

Continuing properly resourced industry / government collaboration in these areas is
essential if Australia is to remain a competitive location for research leading to
discoveries in a mature exploration environment.
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(f) Competitive mineral legislation and policies
The degree of complexity and the difficulty of discovery have resulted in a
paradigm shift in the way exploration now goes about its business in Australia
compared to 10 years ago.

Governments must be aware of this shift, understand its impact and develop
appropriate policies to accommodate it.  Government legislation is a reflection
of policy.  The best government policy/legislation must focus on outputs ie:
sustainable development, economic growth, current accounts.  Only
sustainable levels of exploration will provide such outputs.

Competitive, modern minerals legalisation and consistent government policies
that reflect the mineral potential of the country are vital in attracting active
private sector investment.

Consistency of minerals legislation and in the approach to mineral
discovery/development is not one of Australia’s competitive strengths and is a
constant source of frustration for would be investors.

Exploration in developing countries is being encouraged by the adoption of
favourable mining and foreign investment laws and a welcoming attitude to
exploration and mining by foreign companies.

(g) Improve the public perception of the minerals industry
In the rebuilding of the mineral exploration industry, improvement in public
perception is a key need and one in which governments must play an
important ‘championing’ role.

Recommendation 4
State and federal governments increase their efforts into providing high
quality, cheap, easily accessible competitive geoscience products and
services to encourage exploration investment.

Australia must be mapped using new geoscience concepts and technologies.
Research and development based studies must be well resourced and
structured at nominated mineral resource centres to facilitate the
development of innovative geological models and new exploration
technologies.

Recommendation 5
Federal and state governments to undertake an immediate review of
current mining-related legislation with a goal to introduce competitive
modern minerals legislation and supporting policies, regulation and
procedures.  Such legislation must focus on the changing complexity of
global competition, the major restructuring of the Australian mining
industry and the ever increasing need to attract exploration investment
into the country.
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Increasing the exploration/mining industries’ profiles with the objective of
winning a more accepting and supportive response to exploration and mining
related activity with local communities, the general public and special interest
groups must be a legitimate government/industry collaborative effort.

Sustainable exploration/mining industries, accepted by the communities in
which they need to operate and supported by the public at large, must be a
key objective of both industry and government.

Industry, government, communities and special interest groups working
together to achieve a common vision must be national priority.

At a time when the mining industry is being asked to create jobs, engage in
partnerships and better support the economic, social, cultural and
environmental values of our society, the exploration industry is fighting for its
survival.

In Queensland over the past 10 years there has been a significant reduction
and down grading of government services to the exploration and mining
industries.  For example, Queensland no longer has a dedicated Department
of Mines. This in turn fosters a government and community attitude that mining
and exploration is not important.

We need much greater cohesion within government on a range of policy
initiatives applicable to the exploration industry if we are to achieve a totally
competitive framework, improve the public perception of the minerals industry
and truly test the full potential of the Australian minerals industry.

(h) Maintaining exploration expertise
The demise of the Australian exploration industry and associated service
functions, for example drilling contractors, has resulted in a

• loss of career geologists (30 percent have left the industry in the past
five years)

• loss of exploration expertise not only within the industry but in
government departments and instrumentalities

• closing down of a number of geology departments at tertiary institutions
leading only to accidental connection between funding priorities and
industry needs and

• an ageing geoscience and skilled community which is not being
replaced by younger practitioners.

Selling technology, services, advice and technical/environmental knowledge – all
intellectual products - has made Australia’s mining industry world-class and is one of
the country’s fastest growing export markets.

In the mid 1990s Australia was investing $500 million a year in new mineral
knowledge. Today it is barely $250 million. We have halved the very thing that gave
the nation the competitive edge, as well as reducing the potential of a new dynamic
export industry.  We must not allow Australia to drop behind in the knowledge game.
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The impact of current government policies on the capacity of the tertiary education
sector to meet the future needs of the Australian minerals industry should be of
national concern.

Will improved metal prices resolve our exploration concerns?
Metal prices are a key market factor in driving exploration.  While recognising that
governments have little influence/control (though some have tried) over metal prices,
they play a key role in creating the competitive investment climate to attract
exploration investment dollars.

Metal prices provide the incentive/impetus to explore but where the exploration
dollars are spent is another matter.

It would be almost comforting to think that the exploration crisis in Australia could be
blamed totally on low metal prices, such things are out of industry/government hands,
but this is not the case.  Whereas there has been a drying up of risk capital for junior
companies, there is money available for exploration today if access to land over
prospective areas were immediately available.

An increase in metal prices will not overcome the difficulties facing exploration in
Australia, it will merely accentuate the need to resolve the exploration crisis quickly.

We are not just experiencing just another cyclic metal price downturn.

Recommendation 6
Federal government, the minerals industry and key stakeholders to work
collaboratively to improve the public image of Australian mining.
Governments to play an important ‘championing’ role to raise the public
profile of exploration and mining.

Governments in collaboration with the minerals industry to assess the
impact of their policies on the capacity of the tertiary education sector to
meet the future needs of the Australian minerals industry.
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Evidence suggests that the present downturn in Australia exploration effort does
differ from previous downturns as it is accompanied by significant structural changes
in the minerals industry.  These include:

- major loss of mid-sized and major Australian companies that historically
have had significant Australia major exploration budgets (plus $10 million)

- consolidation of mining companies operating in the global market place
through mergers and acquisitions

- major mining companies reducing ‘greenfield’ exploration budgets where
NEW discoveries come from, and focussing mainly on ‘brownfield’
exploration

- major mining companies increasingly reliant on junior explorers to find new
prospects as a means of minimising exploration costs

- increasing percentage of exploration being undertaken by junior resource
companies

- significant reduction in the number of exploration permits issued by state
governments

- dramatic reduction in the experienced geological expertise available to the
exploration industry

- a decline in the rate of discovery of major mineral deposits has led to a
structural change in investor attitudes to funding exploration

- more exploration decisions relating to Australia taken in overseas
boardrooms as more mining companies operating in Australia become
overseas owned

- from time of discovery of a major deposit to production now takes in excess
of 10 years.

All these factors counteract the positive impact of any rise in metal prices.

Clearly, these structural changes coupled with all the other factors referred to in the
above comments will result in the Australian exploration industry facing a very
different and a very competitive future to the halcyon days of 30/40 years ago.
Future government policies need to reflect this.

Recommendation 7
State and federal governments to take immediate steps to create a
commercial environment which facilitates exploration investment by junior
resource companies and which encourages large mining companies to
base their global investment exploration operations in Australia.
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Conclusions
The basis on which Queensland and Australia competes in the future will be different
to how we competed in the past.  No longer can Australia and Queensland merely
rely on prospectivity and a stable government.  Global demand for metals in the next
50 years will be strong – some say it will exceed total world mineral production to
date. Australia and Queensland must put in place an investment environment that
continues to attract its share of the minerals ‘cake.’  The writing is on the wall.  Since
1995 Australia’s share of global exploration expenditure has fallen from 20.5% to
17.5% in 2001. Queensland has slipped from a 20 percent share of Australian
exploration expenditure in 1994-1995 to 13 percent in 2000-2001.

Mineral exploration in Australia is not an industry engaged at the margins of the
economy, it is the basis of the nation’s comparative advantage and if it fails so too will
the nation’s standard of living and public sector expenditure.

Currently in Queensland the exploration risk is not just outweighing the rewards, and
the costs and delays of land access are grossly uncompetitive and uncommercial.
World market forces will not  finance  Queensland exploration at anything like the rate
necessary to prevent serious structural decline of the Queensland mining industry as
long as this situation continues.

Queensland has the potential to continue its role as a global powerhouse for mineral
resources.  Whether that potential will be realised will depend on governments’ ability
to enable explorers to operate competitively and effectively.

The key to attracting exploration dollars is for governments to provide investors with
processes and procedures that are  competitive and attractive to operate under.  It’s
a simple enough objective yet one upon which the future of Australia’s (and
Queensland’s) truly great world-class minerals industry depends.

‘Australia is today where the mineral discoveries of yesterday have brought us
– and we will be tomorrow where the exploration of today takes us.  Let’s hope
it’s forward.’
Chris Rawlings – Former President

Queensland Mining Council 2000
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